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ABSTRACT
Wave energy technologies have the potential to play a significant role in the supply of renewable
energy on a world scale. One of the most promising designs for wave energy converters (WECs)
are fully submerged buoys. In this work we explore the optimisation of WEC arrays consisting of
a three-tether buoy model called CETO. Such arrays can be optimised for total energy output by
adjusting both the relative positions of buoys in farms and also the power-take-off (PTO) parame-
ters for each buoy. The search space for these parameters is complex and multi-modal. Moreover,
the evaluation of each parameter setting is computationally expensive – limiting the number of full
model evaluations that can be made. To handle this problem, we propose a new hybrid cooperative
co-evolution algorithm (HCCA). HCCA consists of a symmetric local search plus Nelder-Mead and
a cooperative co-evolution algorithm (CC) with a backtracking strategy for optimising the positions
and PTO settings of WECs, respectively. Moreover, a new adaptive scenario is proposed for tuning
grey wolf optimiser (AGWO) hyper-parameter. AGWO participates notably with other applied opti-
misers in HCCA. For assessing the effectiveness of the proposed approach five popular Evolutionary
Algorithms (EAs), four alternating optimisation methods and two modern hybrid ideas (LS-NM and
SLS-NM-B) are carefully compared in four real wave situations (Adelaide, Tasmania, Sydney and
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Perth) with two wave farm sizes (4 and 16). According to the experimental outcomes, the hybrid
cooperative framework exhibits better performance in terms of both runtime and quality of obtained
solutions.
Keywords Renewable energy · Cooperative Co-Evolution Algorithms · Adaptive Gray Wolf optimiser · Position
optimisation · Power Take Off system ·Wave Energy Converters.
1 Introduction
Renewable energy technologies make up an increasing proportion of new-build electricity generating worldwide [1].
Ocean wave energy is one very promising technology for contributing to growth in energy demand from renewable
sources due to the high-energy densities of ocean environments, and high capacity factors wave energy converter
(WEC) models [2]. It is envisaged that ocean wave energy could supply more than 70% of the worlds whole energy
demand [3]; but the current WECs technologies are not fully developed due to the technical engineering challenges of
harnessing ocean wave power in harsh ocean environments.
In this research, we apply a developed WEC simulator for evaluating the absorbed power of a wave farm consisting of
CETO-6 model WEC converters [4]. CETO converters are spherical submerged three-tether buoys. These converters
were first designed in 2007 by the Carnegie Clean Energy company [5]. The energy output of WEC’s of this design
is dependent on a number of factors including, the relative positions of WEC’s in an array; the power-take-off (PTO)
settings on each buoy’s tethers; and the long-term sea conditions of the wave-farm site. In this work, we optimise
both the position and PTO parameters of simulated wave farms consisting of both 4 and 16 buoys in 4 real wave
environments.
Since computing the complex hydrodynamic interactions among converters is computationally costly, the evaluation
of each WECs arrangement can take several minutes. Moreover, a combination of both search spaces WECs positions
and PTOs creates a multimodal and large-scale optimisation problem. These challenges require the use of robust,
low-cost global search heuristics customised to this problem domain. To date the best performing heuristics for this
problem [6] have been hybrid optimisation methods that placed and refined buoys parameters one at a time.
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid cooperative co-evolution algorithm (HCCA) for optimizing WEC array posi-
tions and PTO parameters that builds on these previous approaches by: The main contributions of the HCCA are:
1. Developing the applied simulator for evaluating the PTOs configurations per each wave frequency, which is
more close to the real sea states.
2. Extending the Grey Wolf Optimiser by a new adaptive mechanism (AGWO) for balancing exploration and
exploitation.
3. Embedding the AGWO within a Cooperative Co-evolution method (SLPSO + SaNSDE) for optimizing the
PTO configuration of the wave farm.
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4. Employing a backtracking strategy to further optimise both position and PTO settings of the obtained array.
To evaluate this new algorithm, we compare HCCA to a comprehensive range of meta-heuristics for optimizing the
total power output of a wave farm, including (1) five popular off-the-shelf EAs, (2) four cooperative optimisation ideas,
and (3) three hybrid optimisation algorithms. We evaluate our using four real wave scenarios from the Southern coast
of Australia (Perth, Sydney, Adelaide and Tasmania). Each scenario embeds a detailed model of a wave environment
including time-integrated distributions of wave-heights, periods and directions. The experimental results show that
HCCA is able to significantly outperform other optimisation approaches with regard to both convergence speed and
total absorbed power output.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We provide an overview of related work in Section 2, and introduce
the mathematical model for the WECs being studied in Section 3. The optimisation setup and the proposed optimisa-
tion methods are described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6, the experimental results are presented. We
conclude with a summary and outline potential future work.
2 Related Work
There have been a number of studies in optimising the power output a variety of WEC models. One initial study
[7] optimised WEC positions for five buoys using both the Parabolic Intersection (PI) method and a GA. The study
required a high number of function evaluations (37000). The wave environment modelled was highly simplified, with
just one wave direction. A recent study by Ruiz et al. [8] employed another simple wave scenario to compare a custom
GA, CMA-ES [9] and glow-worm optimisation (GSO) [10] for optimizing the position of the buoys in a discrete grid.
The investigation found that while the convergence rate of CMA-ES is faster than of the other two methods, it could
not overcome both the GA and GSO, in terms of total power production. In other recent WEC position optimisation
research, Wu et al. [11] compared a 1+1EA and population-based evolutionary algorithm (CMA-ES) to optimise both
25 and 50 buoys using a simplified uni-directional irregular wave model. That paper revealed that the 1+1EA with
a simple mutation operator is able to outperform CMA-ES. However, the performance achieved for both the 25 and
50-buoy layouts was low. Neshat et al. [12, 13, 14] characterized a more complicated wave scenario (seven wave
directions and 50 wave frequencies) with the intra-buoy effects and employed this knowledge to make a customized,
single-objective hybrid heuristic (local search + Nelder-Mead). However, the wave model still used an artificial wave
scenario and the proposed method did not tune PTO parameters.
Another challenging aspect of maximizing the total power output of the wave farm is controlling the WECs’ os-
cillations with respect to the incoming waves’ frequency. This is because maximum efficiency will be achieved at
resonance. However, maintaining a resonant condition can be challenging in real sea states with multiple different
frequencies [15].
One way of achieving resonance is by configuring the power take-off (PTO) system of the WECs, either in online or
offline settings. For then online setting, Ding et al. [16] implemented the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
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control method for optimising the damping rate (dPTO) of one converter (CETO 6). The MPPT is a type of online-
optimisation based on the gradient-ascent algorithm. The outcomes reported a high efficiency of the MPPT damping
controller compared with a fixed-damping system, but the performance of MPPT was not assessed for layouts with
more than one buoy. In later work Abdelkhalik et al. [17] utilised the hidden genes genetic algorithm (HGGA) to
tune PTO parameters. While the proposed optimiser boosted the total energy produced, HGGA’s efficiency was not
compared to other modern EAs.
Glass et al. [18] used a combination of a generic GA with an analytical multiple scattering method to optimise WECs
parameters including buoy radius, draft, and converter damping. That work produced some 5 and 9-buoy layouts with
constructive interactions in a simple (uni-directional) wave scenario. Silva et al. [19] compared the performance of a
GA and COBYLA [20] (Constrained optimisation BY Linear Approximations) for maximizing the produced annual
electrical output of one WEC with a U-shaped design inside an oscillating water column (UGEN) by adjusting PTO
settings and the buoy’s geometrical characteristics. The obtained results showed that COBYLA method converged to
design with fewer evaluations. However, the GA produced a better solution overall, because COBYLA had converged
to a local optimum. In another recent study, hybridization of a customized local search with a Nelder-Mead algorithm
and a refinement strategy (SLS-NM-B) was introduced [6] for optimizing both arrangement and PTOs parameters of
WECs model (CETO). While the optimisation results represented a considerable power improvement of SLS-NM-B
compared with other popular EAs, the optimisation of the PTOs settings were optimised in unison.
3 Mathematical modelling for wave energy converters
3.1 Wave Resource
According to the latest real wave data set from Australian Wave Energy Atlas [21], different four wave sites on the
southern coast of Australia are studied in this paper including Perth, Adelaide, Tasmania (southwest coast) and Sydney.
Figure 1 shows the directional wave rose and wave scatter diagram of these four wave scenarios. It is observed that the
applied wave regimes differ with regard to the directional distributions and cumulative energy. This diversity provides
four various search spaces for evaluating the performance of the optimisation methods accurately. The applied model
of the ocean wave is irregular directional waves embedding the Bretschneider spectrum [22].
3.2 Power Absorption Modelling
The applied WEC in this research is a symmetric, spherical and fully submerged buoy (minimum depth of 8m at the
top of the buoy) with three-tethers. Each tether is attached to a mooring system installed on the seabed. The principal
goal of the mooring system is to keep the floating structure in position within specific tolerances in both under normal
load conditions and severe storm load conditions. The assumed optimal angle of each tether is 55 degrees [23]. The
details of physical WECs characteristics, including submergence and ocean depth can be found in [12].
4
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Figure 1: Scatter and wave rose diagrams for four wave energy sites in Australia: (a) Sydney, (b) Perth, (c) Adelaide and (d) Tas-
mania. These are: the directional wave rose (left) and wave scatter diagram (right).
For modelling the motion of a WEC in a frequency domain, three degrees (surge, sway and heave) of freedom are
formulated based on linear wave theory. The applied hypotheses are the following:
Fˆexc,Σ =
(
(MΣ +Aσ(ω)) jω +Bσ(ω)− Kpto,Σ
ω
j +Dpto,Σ
)
X¨Σ
M = mI3N
Kpto = KptoI3N
Dpto = DptoI3N
(1)
where Fexc is the frequency-dependent vector of excitation forces and M is known as a mass matrix (I3N is the
identity matrix with size 3N ). N is the number of WECs in the layout, and the constant 3 denotes the number of
degrees of freedom. X¨Σ is a vector of body acceleration in the surge, heave and sway directions. The matrices A
and B define the hydrodynamic added-mass and radiation damping coefficients, respectively. The PTO mechanism
is modelled on an oscillating spring. The Kpto and Dpto are, respectively, the stiffness of spring and damping PTO
matrices. Each row of these matrices represents the settings for each buoy. For each buoy, there are 50 individualKpto
and Dpto parameter settings representing a tuned response to 50 different ocean wave frequencies. For modelling the
hydrodynamic interaction between submerged buoys, a semi-analytical solution is given in [24].
For calculating the power output of an entire WEC array, Equation 2 computes the mean all WEC’s power harnessed
in a regular wave frequency environment: ω, amplitude, and wave angle β.
PΣ =
1
4
(
Fˆ ∗exc,ΣX¨Σ + X¨∗ΣFˆexc,Σ
)
− 1
2
X¨∗ΣBX¨∗Σ (2)
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While we are able to calculate the total power of the wave farm in Equation 2, it is very computationally expensive, and
the computational cost rises quadratically with the number of buoys. Note that, where there is constructive interaction
between converters, the total power output can grow super–linearly with the number of buoys.
4 Optimisation Setup
The formulation of the optimisation problem to maximise the power output of a WEC array is:
P ∗Σ = argmaxX ,Y ,Kpto ,DptoPΣ(X ,Y ,Kpto ,Dpto)
where PΣ(X ,Y ,Kpto ,Dpto) shows the annual average power produced for given WEC locations and PTO
settings in a 2-D coordinate system at x-positions: X = [x1, . . . , xN ], y-positions: Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]
and Power Take-off configurations including Kpto = {[B1k1 , . . . , B1k50 ], . . . , [BNk1 , . . . , BNk50 ]} and Dpto =
{[B1d1 , . . . , B1d50 ], . . . , [BNd1 , . . . , BNd50 ]} . where B is the ith buoy here and N ∈ {4, 16}. it is assumed that all
WECs are placed the same depth (5 metres) in ocean with the uniform depth of 30 metres.
Constraints In this work, there are three constraints, including constraints of farm boundaries, safe distance con-
straints between generators and constraints on PTOs variables. In terms of farm boundaries the positions of each buoy
(xi, yi) in the wave farm is restricted to a square search space S = [xl, xu] × [yl, yu]: where xl = yl = 0 and xu =
yu =
√
N ∗ 20000m2. The minimum safety distance constraint, to allow for shipping egress, is set to 50 meters. The
PTO constraints are on spring damping PTO coefficients of dl = 5× 104, du = 4× 105 and kl = 1, ku = 5.5× 105.
Where a candidate solution satisfies all the constraint functions, it is marked as a feasible layout. For handing both
boundary constraints (position and PTOs), infeasible solutions are forced to the most adjacent feasible design. For the
safety distance constraint, a steep penalty function is used:
Sumdist =
∑N−1
i=1
∑N
j=i+1(dist((xi, yi), (xj , yj))− 50),
if dist((xi, yi), (xj , yj)) < 50else 0
where sumdist is the sum of violations of the safe distance between buoys. The Euclidean distance between both buoys
ith and jth is denoted by dist((xi, yi), (xj , yj)). The penalty value to the total power absorbed of the wave farm is
calculated by (Sumdist + 1)
20. The penalty strongly encourages selecting feasible layouts during the optimisation
process.
Computational Resources The optimisation approaches studies here are evaluated and compared for both 4 and 16
WEC arrays for four real wave scenarios. For comparing all proposed methods in a realistic design setting, a time
budget criterion of three days is set for optimisation method trial on an HPC supercomputer with a 2.4GHz Intel 6148
processor running 12 processes in parallel with 128GB of RAM. On this platform, this mode of parallelisation usually
accommodates more than ten times speedup. Note that the implementations of the proposed optimisation methods are
6
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written to so as to exploit the parallel processing capabilities of the platform maximally. The software platform used
for running the function evaluations and the optimisation algorithms is MATLAB R2018.
5 Optimisation Methods
In this research three different broad optimisation strategies are employed for maximizing the total absorbed power
output of 4 and 16-buoy layouts in this research. The first approach applies search algorithms to all decision variables
simultaneously. These variables include all the x and y buoy position and all of the PTO parameters. For 16 buoys this
approach requires that over 1632 variables are optimised all at once. The second broad approach is to apply cooperative
methods [25], which alternate between the optimisation of position and PTO parameters. The third strategy, used in
[12, 6], places buoys sequentially (one-at-a-time). Under this strategy, the performance of three hybrid methods are
evaluated and compared: LS − NM [12], SLS − NM − B [6], and a new hybrid cooperative EA (HCCA). The
details of the algorithms evaluated for each strategy are summarised in Table 1.
5.1 Evolutionary Algorithms (All-at-once)
In these experiments, five popular EAs and a new adaptive variant of GWO are used to optimise all dimensions
simultaneously. These EAs are: (1) covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary-strategy (CMA-ES) [9], (2) Differential
Evolution (DE) [26], (3) Particle Swarm optimisation (PSO)‘[27], (4) Grey Wolf optimiser (GWO) [28] and (5) Nelder-
Mead simplex direct search (NM) [29] is combined with a mutation operator (Nelder-Mead+Mutation). Furthermore,
we introduce a new variant of GWO called the adaptive grey wolf optimiser (AGWO).
5.1.1 Adaptive Grey Wolf optimiser (AGWO)
The adaptive grey wolf optimiser is a new variant of the grey wolf optimiser that tunes hyper-parameter settings to
improve performance in this search domain.
Overview of grey wolf optimiser (GWO) The GWO algorithm [28] is categorized as a bio-inspired stochastic
method that mimics grey wolves hunting behaviours in a pack. In the population, there are four classes of responsi-
bility: the alpha wolf is responsible for leading the pack members. Following positions are allocated to beta and delta
wolves; these assist the alpha in decision making. The remainder of the pack is called omegas – these help sample the
search space. GWO simulates some aspects of the hunting process including 1) searching for the prey (optimum), 2)
encircling the prey, 3) hunting and 4) attacking the prey.
Encircling the prey
~D = |~C. ~Xp(t)− ~X(t)| (3)
7
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Table 1: Review of the proposed framework methods employed in this paper. All approaches are restricted to the same com-
putational budget constraint. parallelism can be categorised into two groups as per-individual or per-frequency according to the
individuals number in the population.
Abbreviation parallelizm Description
All-at-once methods (Positions+PTO parameters)
CMA− ES per-individual CMA-ES [9] all dimensions, µ = 4 + int(3 ∗ log(Nvar)) , σ = 0.3 ∗Area
DE per-individual Differential evolution [26], µ = 50, F = 0.5, Pcr = 0.5
PSO per-individual Particle Swarm optimisation [27]. with µ= 50, c1 = 1.5, c2 = 2, ω = 1
(linearly decreased)
GWO per-individual Grey Wolf Optimiser [28]. with µ= 50, α = 2 (linearly decreased to zero)
AGWO per-individual Adaptive Grey Wolf optimiser. Where µ = 50, α = 2 will be adaptively
updated, CNMaxm =0.3, CN
Min
m = 10
−6, Cf = 0.7
NM per-frequency Nelder-Mead search [29] is run in all dimensions iteratively
MaxFunEvals = 100
Cooperative Evolutionary Ideas
(2+2)CMA−ES+NM per-individual
& frequency
CMA-ES (µ = λ = 2) cooperates with Nelder-mead where the position op-
timisation is done by CMA-ES and Nelder-Mead adjusts the spring-damping
coefficients of all buoys in the round robin fashion.
(1 + 1)EA+NM per-frequency Cooperative strategy of 1+1EA (all position dimensions, PMu = 1N ) with lin-
early decreasing mutation step size (σ) per generation [30] at 100 iterations
and then Nelder-Mead tries to optimise the PTO parameters in all dimensions.
AGWO +NM per-individual
& frequency
Adaptive GWO is in charge of optimizing the PTO settings of the buoys. After-
ward, the position configuration of the best candidate is optimised by Nelder-
Mead search. This cooperative process is repeated until the time budget runs
out.
CCOS per-individual Cooperative Co-evolution of SLPSO and SaNSDE with Online Optimiser
Selection [31]. Where µ = 50, A = 2, C = N × 2.
SLPSOII per-individual Double Social Learning Particle Swarm optimisation, Setup for SLPSOII
from [31]. µ = 50, A = 2, C = N × 2
SaNSDEII per-individual Double Self-adaptive Neighborhood Search Differential Evolution [31]. µ =
50, F , Pcr and ρ are initialized at 0.5, but updated adaptively. A = 2, C =
N × 2
Hybrid optimisation methods (one-at-a- time)
LS +NM per-frequency Repeated Local Sampling + Nelder Mead search [12] buoys are placed at nor-
mally distributed random offset (σ = 100m) from previous buoy and then
(MaxSam = 512) the best candidate sample is chosen. Next, the PTO pa-
rameters of chosen sample are enhanced by Nelder-Mead search.
SLS +NM +B per-frequency Symmetric Local Sampling + Nelder-Mead + Backtracking [6]. The new
buoy is locally placed by a symmetric search approach. Next, both configu-
rations (positions and PTOs) are adjusted by Nelder-Mead iteratively. Finally,
the backtracking strategy modifies least-well performing buoy’s locations and
PTOs.
HCCA per-individual
& frequency
Hybrid Cooperative Evolution Algorithm. SLS sets an initial location for each
new buoy; Nelder-Mead optimises the buoy’s position; then adjusts the PTOs.
The process iterates until all buoys are placed. Backtracking is then applied to
improves the positions and PTO settings for some buoys which have the lowest
absorbed power.
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~X(t+ 1) = ~Xp(t)− ~A. ~D (4)
where ~D describes the interval among the prey location ~Xp and a member of the pack ~X in the current iteration
(t). Additionally, There are two coefficient vectors ( ~A and ~C) for controlling the behaviours of the exploration and
exploitation, which can be computed by Equations 5 and 7:
~A = 2.~a.~r1 − ~a→ 0 ≤ a ≤ 2 (5)
a = 2− iter.( 2
Maxiter
) (6)
~C = 2. ~r2 (7)
where a is linearly decreased from 2 to 0 during the optimisation process. And also two random variables r1 and r2
are generated between 0 and 1.
Hunting For having a successful exploration in the search space, the search agents (solutions) positions are updated
based on the knowledge of three best-sampled candidates (alpha, beta and delta). This is because we assume a prior
that a nearby optimum can be found among these best. The position update formulas (Equations 8, 9 and 10) are as
follows.
~X(t+ 1) =
~X1 + ~X2 + ~X3
3
(8)
~X1 = ~Xα(t)− ~A1. ~Dα
~X2 = ~Xβ(t)− ~A2. ~Dβ
~X3 = ~Xδ(t)− ~A3. ~Dδ
(9)
~Dα = | ~C1. ~Xα − ~X|
~Dβ = | ~C2. ~Xβ − ~X|
~Dδ = | ~C3. ~Xδ − ~X|
(10)
Attacking the prey (exploitation) The hunting manner is followed by attacking the prey and converging to the
optimum positions. This can be achieved mathematically by reducing the a variable from 2 to 0 gradually. It is
observed that when | ~A| < 1 search agents are forced to attack the prey that is like a local search (exploitation process).
Inversely, where | ~A| > 1 leads to a global search (divergence) or exploration process.
Adaptive Grey Wolf optimiser (AGWO) One of the most critical parameters of GWO is ~A because it can adjust
both diversification (| ~A| > 1) and intensification (| ~A| < 1) of the search process. According to Equation 5, the vector
9
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: (a and c)The probability of original GWO exploration per generation (3D and 2D). (b and d) one example of the proposed
adaptation mechanism for the control vector (a). These figures show the AGWO exploration probability per generation (3D and
2D).
of ~A values can be between −a and a ( ~A ∈ [−2a, 2a]), where a is reduced linearly during the optimisation from 2 to
0. It means that the probability of exploration (| ~A| > 1) at the initial iteration is 0.5 and will be linearly decreased
until 0 in the middle of the search process. On the other hand, the exploitation probability in the first iteration is
0.5 that is similar to exploration probability (giving a balanced-heuristic setting at the start); however, the exploitation
probability is gone up to 1 where half of the iterations are devoted (iter = Maxiter/2). Significantly, in the remaining
iterations (Maxiter/2), exploitation probability is 1, but exploration probability is 0 without any change. This issue
is one reason why GWO is faced with premature convergence in some cases. Figure 2 (a and c) show this unbalanced
search behavior. To overcome this shortcoming, a number of different mechanisms have been suggested.
10
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200 400 600 800
generation
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
a
Linear
Exponential
Adaptive
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: (a) the original strategy of control variable a decreases linearly[28](blue line) and in [32] it polynomially decreases (red
line). This decay process can be adapted based on the optimisation process achievements (green line) which is introduced by this
research. (b) shows a combination of polynomial and chaotic behavior of the control variable. This chaotic behavior is normalized
and periodic. Graphs (c) and (d) show decay plots that combine both adaptive and chaotic decay. The use of adaptation and its
combination with chaotic decay is new to the AGWO algorithm described here.
Mittal et al. [32] proposed an improved version for updating ~a in (mGWO) which decayed more slowly to improve
exploration. Figure 3(a) represents this slower decay function. However, in this static mechanism after 70% of the
iterations, the value of a has still decayed below 1. A similar modification was introduced by Long et al. [33] in
their Improved Grey Wolf optimiser (IGWO). More recently, Saxena et al. [34] scaled the decay function using a
β-chaotic sequence to allow for faster oscillation between exploration and exploitation phases during the parameter
decay process.
11
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In previous research, various approaches were recommended for adjusting the a parameter, but these ideas did not
pay attention to the GWO performance during the optimisation. In this paper, we propose an adaptive mechanism for
updating the control variable a of GWO (AGWO). In this way, the optimisation performance is observed, and after a
pre-determined period of ρ iterations, where the best-found solution does not overcome the alpha particle, the control
parameter should be incremented back to 2. Moreover, a chaotic distribution is implanted with mapping by a normalize
function for obtaining a great balance between exploration and exploitation. The main AGWO contributions can be
seen in the following:
1. Generating and combining a chaotic sequence with the control parameter (a) in each iteration. For achieving
the best performance, ten various chaotic maps are applied and compared. Table 3 shows the applied these
chaotic maps in the adaptive idea.
2. Using the normalization function periodically for distributing the chaotic sequence between upper and lower
bias. The mathematical formulation of the function can be represented by Equation 11.
Nmiter = CN
Max
m − (
CNMaxm − CNMinm
MaxiterN
)× iterN (11)
Where the maximum and minimum values of the normalization function are CNMaxm = 0.3 and CN
Min
m =
10−6, respectively. And also MaxiterN is the maximum iterations in each period. Therefore, the normalized
chaotic values (CCiter) can be produced by Equation 12:
CCiter = Nmiter ∗ Cf (12)
Where Cf is generated by the applied chaotic map. One example of the adaptive chaotic mechanism is
presented in Figure 2(b,d). The generated value of the chaotic sequence is embedded in control vector ~a and
is presented in following equation:
a = (2− CNMaxm )− (iter2c ×
2− CNMaxm
Max2iterc
) + CCiter (13)
3. Introducing an adaptive mechanism for updating the control vector when the optimisation results are not
satisfied for ρ iterations. When search stagnates in this way, the control vector is reset to 2, and then the
decay slope of the control vector is adjusted to a sharper gradient. This results in a switch from exploitation
(|~a| < 1) to exploration when search stagnates.
Figure 3 demonstrates various mechanisms for updating the control vector include linear and polynomial ideas (a),
and three samples of the new adaptive chaotic method (b,c and d).
To sum up, AGWO is a combination of the ideas which consist of 1) an adaptive updating mechanism for tuning the
~a that depending on current search performance. Consequently, this feature of AGWO facilitates a balance between
exploration and exploitation processes throughout the entire search. 2) a chaotic sequence coefficient which scales
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: The convergence (a) and quality (b) comparison of the 10 different chaotic maps (M1-M10 Table 3 ) combined with
AGWO performance for 16-buoy layouts in Perth wave model. (10 independent runs for each configuration.)
the normalization function and further helps prevent the premature convergence (avoidance of local minima). The
pseudo-code of the AGWO is presented in Algorithm 1.
In order to measure and test the impact of various chaotic maps on the AGWO performance, a set of well-known
chaotic maps [35, 36, 37, 38] are applied. Table 3 shows the details of these maps (M1,M2, ...,M10) and the sum-
maries of AGWO parameters settings are listed in Table 1. The parallelization of search is done per individual, and a
16-buoy layout size of the Perth wave model is selected as a case study. The results of Figure 4 and Table 2 are reported
over ten independent runs. It can be seen that applying the chaotic maps with the adaptive strategy results in improved
performance for GWO. In comparison to GWO results, the best performance is produced by the M8(Singer) map
with better convergence speed and the average total power outputs improved by by 3.83% and 7.95%, respectively.
Based on this performance, we use M8(Singer) for the chaotic map in the following experiments.
5.2 Cooperative optimisation methods
Wave farm parameter (Position+PTO settings) optimisation has a very high dimensionality which makes it a challeng-
ing search problem. One option for dealing with this issue is to divide the decision variables into two subsets: WEC
positions and PTO settings. This decreases the problem dimension and provides a more homogeneous search space.
Four cooperative optimisation techniques are proposed and compared including a new combination of AGWO and the
Nelder-Mead, hybrid of (2+2)CMAES and Nelder-Mead [6], and a combination of a 1+1EA and Nelder-Mead [6],
and, finally, the CCOS algorithm introduced in [31]. Details of these algorithms are as follows:
5.2.1 AGWO + Nelder-Mead
(AGWO-NM) As GWO is designed as an unconstrained meta-heuristic idea, it is not able to handle the constraint of
WECs distances (safe distance) easily. However, GWO can be a fast and effective unconstrained optimisation method.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Grey Wolf optimiser (AGWO)
1: procedure AGWO
2: size =
√
N ∗ 20000 . Farm size
3: Np = 50 . Population size
4: S = {〈x1, y1, B1k1 , ..., B1k50 , B1d1 , ..., B1d50〉, . . .
5: , 〈xNp, yNp, BNpk1 , ..., B
Np
k50
, BNpd1 , ..., B
Np
d50
〉} . Initial Population
6: energy = Eval([S1, S2, . . . , SNp]) . Evaluate Layouts
7: Initialize parameters a,A,C ,CNMaxm ,CNMinm , ρ andMaxiterN
8: Xα=The best layout from 〈S1, . . . , SNp〉 . Find three best layouts
9: Xβ=The second best layout from 〈S1, . . . , SNp−1〉
10: Xδ=The third best layout from 〈S1, . . . , SNp−2〉
11: while stillTime() do
12: for i in [1, ..,Np] do
13: Update Si by Equation 8
14: if Si is not feasible then
15: Si = Repair(Si) . replacing by nearby feasible solution
16: end if
17: end for
18: energy = Eval([S1, S2, . . . , SNp]) . Evaluate Layouts
19: BestEnergyiter=Max(energy)
20: if rem(iter , ρ)=0 & BestEnergyiter < f (Xα) then
21: a = 2 , iterN = 1 and iterc = 1 . Reset control variables
22: . Reset iteration of normalization and chaotic sequence
23: else
24: Update Nmiter , CCiter and Cf by Equation 11,12
25: Update a,A and C by Equation 13,7,6
26: end if
27: Update Xα, Xβ and Xδ
28: end while
29: return S , energy . Final Layout
30: end procedure
In this way, a combination of AGWO and Nelder-Mead is proposed that AGWO adjusts the PTO configurations of
WECs to achieve the highest power output and then NM is used for optimizing the arrangement of buoys. This
optimisation process is run iteratively using the same computational budget until the runtime (three days) runs out.
5.2.2 Cooperative Co-evolution with Online optimiser Selection: CCOS
The Cooperative Co-evolution with an online mechanism for selecting the suitable optimiser (CCOS) introduced by
Sun et al. [31]. The CCOS consists of two general parts: decomposition and optimisation. In the first stage, a robust
recursive algorithm [39] is used to group parameters into subsets based on how they correlated during optimisation.
These subsets are recursively decomposed according to the strength of parameters interactions. The algorithm is able
to decompose an n-dimensional problem using O(n log n) steps. During the optimisation phase, two state-of-the-art
adaptive optimisers are employed; the social learning particle swarm optimiser (SLPSO [40]), and self-adaptive differ-
ential evolution with neighbourhood search (SaNSDE [41]). The main contributions of SaNSDE are 1) incorporating
the search biases of distributions, Cauchy and Gaussian operators. SaNSDE takes into account the trade-off between
small and large mutation step sizes; 2) all control parameters of SaNSDE are self-adapted based on statistical perfor-
mance tracking during the optimisation process. Moreover, to assess the CCOS algorithm (SLPSO+SaNSDE) thor-
oughly, we compared CCOS’s performance against the performances of a double SLPSO (SLPSOII ) and SaNSDE
(SaNSDEII ). This evaluation helps isolate the impact of using these optimisers cooperatively.
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5.3 Hybrid optimisation algorithms
In the earlier work, a practical WECs optimisation idea was developed [12] called Local Search + Nelder Mead (LS-
NM); that showed using a local sampling by a normal distribution in the previous buoy’s neighbourhood (outside of the
safe distance) combined with greedy selection could produce high-performing layouts. Such one-at-a-time placement
is a fast optimisation strategy. However, tuning the position of the placed buoys required a considerable computational
budget. This work also did not consider other WEC optimisation parameters such as PTO settings.
More recently [6] proposed an improved heuristic (SLS-NM-B) for placing the new WEC one-at-a-time and tuning
PTOs settings. As local sampling in LS-NM is done without strong regard to useful priors of direction and distance,
a repaired step is needed to modify the current position. SLS-NM-B represented a symmetric local search with the
deterministic directions and bounded search space. Moreover, a backtracking strategy was introduced for improving
the WEC parameters including both position and PTO settings (with the latter being tuned in unison for each buoy).
Nevertheless, SLS-NM-B was not designed to handle the high dimensional search problem that arises when all PTO
frequency response settings are allowed to move independently. This is because the Nelder-Mead optimiser that
is applied for tuning the PTO parameters converges extremely slowly in the high-dimensional search space [42].
Moreover, it has not been proven that the PTO parameter space in this problem is uni-modal and so the downhill
search heuristics such as Nelder-Mead may not be suitable for global optimisation.
5.3.1 Hybrid Cooperative Co-evolution algorithm (HCCA)
One of the most effective strategies for solving the large-scale optimisation problems is Cooperative Co-evolution (CC)
framework [43]. In CC, the general idea is dividing the decision variables into some components (decomposition) and
employing one or more optimisers in a round-robin fashion (in biased or unbiased mode) for optimizing the sub-
problems. In this paper, as a combination of WECs placements and PTOs settings forms a large number of decision
variables (N×102) with a complex search space, we propose a new hybrid Cooperative Co-evolution (HCCA) method.
The steps of the proposed hybrid algorithm are described in more details as follows.
Decomposition: In the decomposition phase, we apply a knowledge-based approach according to the significant
WECs hydrodynamic rule [44]. The rule is that both PTO parameters (damping coefficient (dPTO) and spring
stiffness (kPTO)) of each converter should be optimised together. Therefore, the problem is decomposed into two sub-
problems for each WEC, including PTO settings (〈Bik1 , ..., Bik50 , Bid1 , ..., Bid50〉, 100D) and position (〈xi, yi〉, 2D).
optimisation: The HCCA optimisation phase is comprised of optimisation phases for the two-parameter groups
listed above. For the buoy position parameter-group, the hybrid systematic neighbourhood search from(SLS-NM) [6]
is applied by first uniformly sampling in search sectors whose boundaries are informed by an initial 2-buoy power
landscape analysis. After this, a Nelder-Mead search is used to improve the best-sampled positions.
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Algorithm 2 HCCA
1: procedure HYBRID COOPERATIVE CO-EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
2: Initialization
3: size =
√
N ∗ 20000 . Farm size and N is buoy number
4: Aii = {1 ≤ ii ≤ |A|} . candidate optimisers
5: angle = {0 , 45 , 90 , . . . , 315} . symmetric samples angle
6: iters = Size([angle]) . Number of symmetric samples
7: S = {〈x1, y1, B1k1 , ..., B1k50 , B1d1 , ..., B1d50〉, . . .
8: . . . , 〈xN , yN , BNk1 , ..., BNk50 , BNd1 , ..., BNd50〉} . Positions&PTOs
9: 〈S1, S2, ..., SN 〉 = Decompose(S) . Decomposing S per buoy
10:

S1 = {〈x1, y1〉, 〈B1k1 , . . . , B1k50 , B1d1 , . . . , B1d50〉} = ⊥
S2 = {〈x2, y2〉, 〈B1k1 , . . . , B2k50 , B2d1 , . . . , B2d50〉} = ⊥
. . .
SN = {〈xN , yN 〉, 〈BNk1 , . . . , BNk50 , BNd1 , . . . , BNd50〉} = ⊥
11: UAii ,Si = 0 . Initialize the accumulated contributions of optimisers
12: S1 = {〈size, 0〉, 〈~r1 ×Maxk, ~r2 ×Maxd〉} . initialize first buoy
13: if i = 1 then . optimise first buoy PTOs by the optimisers
14: for ii in |A| do . Calculate contribution
15: 〈I(Aii ,Si ),Energy〉=optimise (SiPTOs ,Aii)
16: U(Aii ,Si )=(Uˆ(Aii ,Si ) + I(Aii ,Si ) ) / 2 . Accumulate contribution
17: end for
18: Si+1PTOs = SiPTOs
19: end if
20: BestIndex = Max (U(Aii ,Si ) → 1 ≤ ii ≤ |A|)
21: for i in [2, .., N ] do bestEnergy = 0;
22: for j in [1, .., iters] do
23: (Samplej , energyj )=SymmetricSample(anglej , S(i−1))
24: if Samplej is feasible & energyj > bestEnergy then
25: tPos = Samplej . Temporary buoy position
26: bestEnergy = energyj
27: bestAngle = j
28: end if
29: end for
30: (Es1, Es2)=SymmetricSample(bestAngle ± 15 , S(i−1))
31: (S(i), energy)=FindbestS(tPos, Es1, Es2)
32: PTO settings Optimisation
33: 〈I(ABestIndex ,Si ),Energy〉=optimise (SiPTOs ,ABestIndex )
34: U(ABestIndex ,Si )=(Uˆ(ABestIndex ,Si ) + I(ABestIndex ,Si ) ) / 2
35: BestIndex = Max (U(Aii ,Si ) → 1 ≤ ii ≤ |A|)
36: Si+1PTOs = SiPTOs
37: Position Optimisation
38: (Si,Energy)=Nelder-Mead(SiPosition )
39: end for
40: . Call BackTracking procedure
41: 〈S,Energy〉=BackTracking (S,ABestIndex )
42: end procedure
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In the second group of the optimisation, we propose a Cooperative Co-evolution idea for adjusting the PTOs settings
that is a large-scale optimisation problem (N × 100). This CC framework is composed of three modern and efficient
optimisers, SLPSO [40], SaNSDE [41] and a new proposed adaptive grey wolf optimiser (AGWO). The SLPSO is
a competitive optimiser [31] for working in the context of CC because 1) it is computationally efficient, 2) needs no
complicated fine-tuning of the control parameters, 3) has a high exploitation ability and convergence speed and 4) has
worked well solving dimensional optimisation problems. However, converging to a local optimum can be a problem
encountered with SLPSO. Consequently, for developing the CC framework, combine this with another optimiser with
a high capability of the exploration. The SaNSDE optimiser has considerable capacity for exploration and has been
broadly applied in the CC domain [45]. The third optimiser used here in CC framework is AGWO which is the new
GWO variant described earlier. During optimisation these three optimisers share the same population and and solve
the components collaboratively. The Pseudo-code of the proposed HCCA algorithm for solving the WEC optimisation
problem is shown in Algorithm 2.
Backtracking: After initial placement and PTO optimisation by the CC framework above a customized backtracking
optimisation algorithm (BOA) The BOA refines both buoy positions and PTO parameters. For positions, the buoys
with the lowest power output are selected and then NM is applied for optimizing the positions one at a time. For PTO
parameters an optimiser is selected the best prior optimiser performance during the first search phase. The selected
optimiser is then used to tune all of PTOs settings of the layout in all-at-once global search. The pseudo-code of the
backtracking approach is given in Algorithm 3.
Figure 5 provides a graphical view of the proposed hybrid optimisation framework. In the first cycle, after placing the
first buoy in a predefined location (recommended by [6]), the three optimisers (A) are employed to resolve PTOs set-
tings (SjPTOs ). Each optimiser is given the same computational budget. Next, each optimiser’s contribution is computed
as a fitness improvement (I(Ai,Sj)):
I(Ai,SjPTOs ) =
f(S´jPTOs)− f(SjPTOs)
f(S´jPTOs)
i ∈ {1 ≤ i ≤ |A|}, j ∈ {1 ≤ j ≤ N} (14)
where f(S´jPTOs) and f(SjPTOs) show the power of the layout obtained before and after employing ith optimiser in one
cycle. The fitness improvement is a measure of the optimiser’s ability to adjust the jth buoys PTOs settings. For up-
dating the fitness improvement for each optimiser during the whole optimisation process, an accumulated contribution
variable is used [31]. This performance tracking is encoded in Equation 15.
U(Ai,SjPTOs ) =
U´(Ai,SjPTOs ) + I(Ai,SjPTOs )
2
(15)
where U´(Ai,SjPTOs ) tracks each optimiser’s (Ai) accumulated contributions. In the first cycle, the U´(Ai,SjPTOs )
is initialized to 0. The accumulated contribution U(Ai,SjPTOs ) is the average of all fitness profits for
each optimiser from previous cycles. In the next iteration, the best optimiser accumulated contribution
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Figure 5: Outline of the Hybrid Cooperative Co-evolution Algorithm (HCCA). N,Ne and Nm are the maximum buoy number in
the layout, the maximum evaluation number of Nelder-Mead and the buoy numbers for refining their positions.  is the Nelder-Mead
function tolerance and stopping criterion.
(BestIndex = Max (U(Ai ,SjPTOs ) → 1 ≤ i ≤ |A|)) will be selected for optimizing the PTOs settings of the next placed
generator. Figure 6 presents the average contribution of each applied optimiser for tuning the PTOs configuration of
16-buoy layouts in the Perth wave model. It can be seen that after the initial cycle the percentage contribution of
SLPSO and SaNSDE is more than AGWO; however, for the last generations, AGWO’s contribution is larger than that
of the other optimisers.
After placing and optimizing the first buoy attributes, For each following buoy placement, eight symmetric local
samples (SLS-NM) are done in different angles with the same resolution at 45o. However, the samples distances
from the previously placed buoy are uniformly based on the bounded radial distance of between 50 (safe distance)
and 50 + R′. The best solution is chosen among all created symmetric samples. The infeasible solutions are ignored,
and if all symmetric samples are infeasible, a feasible solution is performed by uniform random sampling. Also,
then Nelder-Mead practices optimizing the position of the last-placed buoy. These both position and PTOs settings
optimisation processes continue until the last buoy of the wave farm is placed and optimised. In the following, the
backtracking strategy is run until the computational budget is depleted.
6 Experiments
This section starts with a small landscape study of the PTO parameter settings for a single buoy for the Perth wave
scenario followed by a sensitivity analysis of the best-obtained 16-buoy layouts position. After that, we present the
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Figure 6: The contribution percentage of HCCA optimisers (SLPSO, SaNSDE and AGWO) in the optimisation process when used
to optimise the PTOs settings of 16-buoy layout in Perth wave Scenario.
Perth wave scenario (16-buoy)
GWO AGWOM1 AGWOM2 AGWOM3 AGWOM4 AGWOM5 AGWOM6 AGWOM7 AGWOM8 AGWOM9 AGWOM10
Max 3869188 3736690 3921497 3704994 3815293 3618343 3855858 3361619 4017436 3717341 3858006
Min 2631382 2737420 2735143 2728993 2778637 3006472 2671713 2993289 2940571 2731852 2616268
Mean 3258013 3361803 3324371 3276833 3335201 3258500 3324113 3216207 3517184 3212008 3331664
Median 3218467 3328703 3285224 3265160 3382717 3235225 3417449 3230982 3664481 3234115 3493016
STD 428448 278820 328343 280856 288771 199893 385533 142654 322678 305389 350371
Table 2: Results of 10 chaotic maps on the case study of Perth wave model on AGWO
optimisation outcomes of the experiments comparing the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms explained above
applied to WEC positions and PTOs settings under four real wave scenarios. In order to characterise the scalability of
the frameworks, we apply them to both the 4-buoy (= 4×102D), and 16-buoy (= 16×102D) have been evaluated in
the experiments. Finally, the algorithm convergence rates and the quality of the obtained solutions are also compared.
6.1 Landscape analysis
6.1.1 PTOs settings analysis
In recent work [6], the impact of PTO parameter optimisation where these control parameters are kept the same for all
wave frequencies for each buoy, was investigated and presented. This work found that tuning the PTOs parameters can
be effective in optimising the total absorbed power of WECs (CETO model) in both Perth and Sydney wave climates
by 4.48% and 2.42% , respectively. Figure 8 illustrates the PTO power landscape of one buoy with a simple grid
search for tuning the damping-spring variables, where settings are kept the same for all wave frequencies.
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Figure 7: The best-found 16-buoy layouts arrangement of the four real wave scenarios based on Table 5.
NO. Name Chaotic Map Range
1 Chebyshev xi+1 = cos(icos−1(xi)) (-1,1)
2 Circle xi+1 = mod(xi + b− ( a2pi )sin(2pixi), 1), a = 0.5 and b = 0.2 (0,1)
3 Gauss/mouse xi+1 =
{
1 xi = 0
1
mod(xi,1)
otherwise
(0,1)
4 Iterative xi+1 = sin(apixi ), a = 0.7 (-1,1)
5 Logistic xi+1 = axi(1− xi), a = 4 (0,1)
6 Piecewise xi+1 =

xi
P 0 ≤ xi < P
xi−P
0.5−P P ≤ xi < 0.5
1−P−xi
0.5−P 0.5 ≤ xi < 1− P
1−xi
P 1− P ≤ xi < 1
, P = 0.4 (0,1)
7 Sine xi+1 = a4sin(pixi), a = 4 (0,1)
8 Singer xi+1 = µ(7.86xi − 23.31x2i + 28.75x3i − 13.302875x4i ) , µ = 1.07 (0,1)
9 Sinusoidal xi+1 = ax2i sin(pixi) , a = 2.3 (0,1)
10 Tent xi+1 =
{
xi
0.7 xi < 0.7
10
3 (1− xi) xi ≥ 0.7
(0,1)
Table 3: The applied chaotic maps from [36].
However, in the real sea states, WECs control parameters (PTOs) should be tuned for each wave frequency. By tuning
these parameters independently for each buoy, it is possible to extract more power. We allow the PTO settings for
all frequencies to be used for all proposed optimisation methods in this paper. For visualising the potential impact of
PTO parameter optimisation for each wave frequency, a simplified experiment is done. Since the dimensionality of
this problem is high (2 × 50 for a single buoy), we divide the 50 frequencies into 10 groups. Each group includes
five sequential frequencies, and we constrain them to have the same PTOs parameters. The 45 wave frequencies in
each group are assigned by the manufacturer’s PTOs defaults (k = 407510 and d = 97412) [12]. Figure 9 shows the
modified PTOs optimisation power landscape of 10 groups for one buoy in Perth wave model, and for mixing all ten
surfaces at one 3D figure, a normalised version of all landscapes is plotted (left figure) as a multi-layer 3D plot. We
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Figure 8: PTOs settings power landscape analysis of four real wave scenarios (Adelaide(a,e), Sydney(b,f), Tasmania (c,g) and Perth
(d,h)) for one buoy layout. We assume the most straightforward experiment of PTOs settings with the same value for all 50 wave
frequencies. The spring-damping PTO configuration step size is 2500. Note that the real PTOs configurations search space is
multi-modal and can be assigned by different values per each wave frequency.
can see that this simplified search space of just one buoy PTOs is multi-modal and complex to search1. It is also of
note that, even in this constrained search environment, there is a 3-fold improvement in extracted energy compared to
previous studies [12, 6].
Moreover, to provide an alternative visualization of this experiment, a 4D power landscape is plotted. Figure 10
presents a trade-off of damping (dPTO), spring (kPTO), wave frequency and absorbed power. We can see that a
specific range of frequencies with tuned values of PTO settings can produce more power. Note however the figure is
plotted for one fixed buoy without the complex details of hydrodynamic interactions between buoys in the wave farm.
A-priori, it is expected that introducing more buoys will produce interactions that will increase the complexity of this
landscape further.
The optimisation process of one buoy PTOs based on the 50 wave frequencies by SLPSO can be observed in Figure
11. The PTO values fluctuate several times for each wave frequency and finally, converge to particular values.
6.1.2 Position analysis
For evaluating the position sensitivity of the best-found 16-buoy arrangement in four real wave models, a practical
experiment is done. In the first step, we perturb each generator’s position by a random variable with a normal dis-
tribution (µ = (xi, yi) and σ = 1m) 100 times. Secondly, we perturb all buoys position by this strategy. Figure 12
demonstrates the results of both perturbation experiments and the best 16-buoy layout power. We can see that this
practical analysis is able to improve the total power output of Adelaide wave site by 0.04%. This minor modification
1Because this diagram is a low-dimensional projection from a higher-dimensional landscape it can’t be automatically assumed
that the higher-dimensional landscape for PTO optimisation at least, is also multi-modal. Note that previous work has shown
that the buoy-positioning landscape is multi-modal, but exploring the multi-modality or otherwise of the entire higher-dimensional
search landscape for PTO settings is future work.
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Figure 9: The simplified power landscape of one buoy where PTO parameters are evaluated in ten sequential five-wave frequency
groups. Figure (a) demonstrates the PTO (damping-spring parameters) power landscape of one buoy when we assume k and d
parameters for f1, f2, ..., f5 are the same and other 45 wave frequencies are set by the predefined value (dPTO = 97412, kPTO =
407510). Other figures follow the same pattern for instance Figure (b) represents the performance of a simple grid search (Step =
10000) for plotting the power landscape of f6, f7, ..., f10 of tuned PTO parameters. In the left side, Figure (k) shows a normalized
overlapping of the surfaces of all ten landscapes in one graph for depicting the complexity level of the search space.
reveals that the proposed optimisation method (HCCA) can converge to a, locally, near-optimal configuration within
the limited computational budget appropriately (in terms of position optimisation).
Moreover, for the other three wave scenarios (Sydney, Tasmania, and Perth), the position analysis experiments cannot
find a better configuration than the HCCA optimisation results. The perturbation loss, respectively, for the best 16-
buoy layouts power in Sydney, Tasmania and Perth wave farm are 0.67%, 0.49% and 0.12% on average. According
to the results, the power outputs for the best-found layouts are relatively insensitive to small perturbations in buoy
position – this is a good outcome in that small errors in buoy placement in a real environment are unlikely to have a
major impact on power output.
6.2 optimisation Experiments
In this part, we summarize the experimental results from optimizing the layout and PTO parameters from 4-buoy arrays
and then 16-buoy arrays. The 16-buoy experiments are expected to be more challenging due to the larger number of
parameters and a much larger number of buoy interactions.
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Figure 10: A 4D view PTO power landscape for one buoy in the Perth wave model.
6.2.1 4-buoy layout results
In the experiments on 4-buoy layouts (medium-scale optimisation problem), 15 representative meta-heuristic algo-
rithms are compared with the HCCA including five well-know EAs plus a new adaptive version of GWO, six co-
operative EAs and two-hybrid heuristic approaches in four real wave scenarios. The parameter settings for these
meta-heuristic variants are summarized in Table 1. The termination condition of each method is reached when three
days are exhausted (with 12 cores in parallel). Figure 14 presents the box-and-whiskers plot for the best-found 4-buoy
configurations which produce the maximum power output for each run for 16 search heuristics for four real wave
models. It can be seen that the performance of cooperative co-evolution strategies (CCOS, SLPSOII and SaNSDEII
and the new hybrid method are considerably better than other applied meta-heuristic algorithms. The next best per-
formances are exhibited by both SLS-NM and SLS-NM-B; however, the average absorbed power by these methods is
less than the CC and HCCA approaches by 25%.
Looking more closely at Table 6, we can observe the highest absorbed power of 4-buoy layouts are found by SLPSOII ,
CCOS and HCCA, respectively. These optimisation results are closely followed by the SaNSDEII algorithm. These
competitive performances are supported by the statistical test results, ranked using the non-parametric Friedman test,
shown in Table 4. It is noteworthy to note that among the five optimisation methods in the all-at-once strategy, the
GWO and AGWO performances are substantially better than others.
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Figure 11: Damping-Spring (dPTO (a) and kPTO (b)) optimisation of one buoy by SLPSO for each wave frequency (f1, f2, ..., f50).
The optimisation process of some chosen wave frequencies lines are marked in bold to highlight their trajectories.
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Figure 12: The position perturbation experimental results 16-buoy in 4 real wave models per each buoy and all buoys.
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Viewing the convergence curves (Figure 15) from this experiment (4-buoy) in four real wave models, it is clear that the
HCCA framework converges faster for the 4-buoy layout than other search methods. In fact, HCCA improves beyond
the power outputs achieved by other methods when it has consumed just 20% of its 3-day computational budget.
6.2.2 16-buoy layout results
As evaluating one 16-buoy layout is ten times more expensive than a 4-buoy layout, optimizing such large wave farms
is a challenging problem. According to the statistical results of Table 5, we see that the average 16-buoy layouts power
output which are found by HCCA is increased substantially to 80% more than previous research outcomes (SLS-NM-
B [6]) in all wave scenarios. Table 4 presents the average rank of all heuristic methods for 16-buoy experiments, that
HCCA, SLS-NM-B and SLS-NM have the highest rank, respectively.
The best-found 16-buoy layouts power output for each run of all heuristic methods are plotted as a box plot by
Figure 13. Figure 13 shows that HCCA performs much better than other optimisation algorithms, as mentioned before.
After SLS-NM and SLS-NM-B, The efficiency of the AGWO-NM, AGWO and GWO are competitive compared
with other cooperative and generic EAs. The primary reason is derived from the robust exploitation and exploration
capability of GWO for PTO parameter optimisation and having good performance for high-dimensional problems. It
is noteworthy that the CC frameworks (CCOS, SLPSOII and SaNSDEII ) are not shown to be highly effective. This
may be because the CC framework is not equipped with the systematic position optimisation mechanism (SLS) used
by some of the one-at-a-time placement algorithms.
Figure 16 illustrates the convergence rate of proposed methods experiments during the three-day runtime budget. It
is observed that in the initial hours, GWO and their modified versions rapidly converge to effective configurations;
however, they could not keep this upward trend and converge toward locally optimal settings. HCCA, clearly, has
the fastest convergence speed in the four-wave models. It can be observed that SLS-NM-B is able to converge to a
reasonable configuration, but that is not comparable to HCCA’s achievements because of the low efficiency of Nelder-
Mean optimizing the large-scale PTO parameter part of the problem. Another important observation is that the CC
approaches seem to suffer from premature convergence. In addition, they also appear to be not fast enough for such
expensive optimisation problems which allow just a few thousand full evaluations (3×103). The best 16-buoy layouts
of the nominated five methods among all heuristics can be shown in Figure 7, including HCCA, CMA-ES, AGWO-
NM, SLPSOII and LS-NM in four real wave scenarios. In terms of position optimisation, it is clearly observed that
HCCA is able to adjust the position of each generator successfully, which leads to a distinctive pattern of one or
more rows, roughly aligned with the norm of the dominant wave direction, for placing the 16 buoys. This pattern is
associated with a fast position optimisation mechanism of SLS-NM [6] that plays the role of one component in HCCA.
In contrast, the other best layouts are relatively disordered.
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Figure 13: The comparison of the proposed algorithms’ performance for 16-buoy layouts in four real wave model. The optimisation
results present the best solution per experiment. (10 independent runs per each method)
7 Conclusions
Optimising a combination of positions and Power Take-off parameters of a wave farm with a large generator number
creates a computationally expensive, multi-modal, large-scale and complicated optimisation problem. These chal-
lenges are the foremost motivation for discovering faster and smarter optimisation techniques. In this article, we
propose a new hybrid cooperative co-evolution method (HCCA) which is composed of a fast strategy for optimising
the WEC positions and an effective cooperative strategy (three optimisers) for tuning the PTOs configurations in four
real wave scenarios. Moreover, we propose a new adaptive mechanism for improving GWO and the idea is evalu-
ated using ten variants of chaotic maps. To systematically compare the performance of the new search frameworks,
we discuss and apply 15 state-of-the-art evolutionary, swarm, alternating (cooperative) and hybrid optimisation algo-
rithms. According to the experimental results, HCCA is able to out-perform other heuristics search methods in terms
of convergence speed (5 times faster than the best previous algorithm) and the quality of layouts (80% improvement
of the sustained energy output in 16-buoy experiments). In the future, we would like to combine HCCA with a deep
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Figure 14: The comparison of the proposed algorithms’ performance for 4-buoy layouts in four real wave models. The optimisation
results present the best solution per experiment. (10 independent runs per each method)
neuro-surrogate model which is trained using a minimum number of samples for speeding up the evaluation time of
the large wave farm. The neuro-surrogate will aim to estimate the total power output based on the wave scenario’s
characteristics.
Algorithm 3 Backtracking optimisation Algorithm (BOA)
1: procedure BOA (S,A )
2: Initialization
3: energy = ([E1, E2, . . . , EN ]) = Eval(S) . Evaluate layout
4: Nw = round(N/4) . Buoy number need to be improved
5: 〈WIndex 〉=FindWorst(energy , Nw) . Find worst buoys power
6: for i in [1, .., Nw] do
7: Position optimisation
8: (SPositionWIndex(i), energyWIndex(i))=Nelder-Mead(S
Position
WIndex(i))
9: end for
10: PTO global optimisation
11: (SPTOs , energy)=optimise(SPTOs ,ABestIndex )
12: return S, energy . Final Layout
13: end procedure
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Figure 15: Comparison of algorithms’ effectiveness and convergence rate for 4-buoy layouts in four real wave scenarios.
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Figure 16: Comparison of algorithms’ performance and convergence rate for 16-buoy layouts in four real wave scenarios.
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